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Unwrapped: The Twelve Nights of Christmas (Snowkissed and
Seduced!) / Best Man Under the Mistletoe / A White Wedding
Christmas
His housekeeper, or his Christmas present?

12 Days of Christmas in New York
Celebrate Christmas with Elmo--and this new board book format with a cool die-cut
in the cover! In this hilarious Sesame Street version of "The 12 Days of Christmas,"
Elmo and friends celebrate the holidays as only they can! Young children will get a
kick out of counting to 12, both forward and back, as they sing about three French
friends, two yummy cookies, and a red monster up in a tree.This new board book
edition has sturdy pages and a diecut in the cover showcasing everyone's favorite
red monster, Elmo. Sesame Workshop, the nonprofit educational organization
behind Sesame Street, aims to help kids grow smarter, stronger, and kinder
through its many unique domestic and international initiatives. These projects
cover a wide array of topics for families around the world.
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The Twelve Clues of Christmas
A New York Times bestselling Pete the Cat Christmas picture book! Pete and his
friends are rockin’ and groovin’ while counting down the days to Christmas! Who
needs five golden rings, when you can have five onion rings? Join Pete and the
gang for one-of-a-kind holiday cheer. He adds a cool-cat spin on a well-known
Christmas carol, bringing a hip and energetic spirit to the season. This is a perfect
Christmas gift for Pete the Cat fans who are eagerly awaiting Santa’s arrival. Plus,
don't miss Pete’s other spin on a holiday classic, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas.
And Pete’s other groovy guides, Pete the Cat’s Groovy Guide to Life, Pete the Cat’s
Groovy Guide to Love, and Pete the Cat’s Groovy Guide to Kindness!

The Twelve Days of Christmas in New England
Defense lawyer Andy Carpenter usually tries to avoid taking on new cases at all
costs. But this time, he’s happy—eager, even—to take the case that’s just come his
way. Andy’s long-time friend Martha “Pups” Boyer takes in stray puppies that the
local dog rescue center can’t handle, raises them until they’re old enough to adopt,
and then finds good homes for them. Not everyone admires the work Pups does as
much as Andy does, however. With Christmas just around the corner, one of Pups’s
neighbors has just reported Pups to the city for having more than the legal number
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of pets in her home under the local zoning laws. Andy happily takes Pups’s case,
and he feels confident in a positive outcome. Who could punish someone for
rescuing puppies, after all, especially at Christmastime? But things get a lot more
complicated when Randy Hennessey, the neighbor who registered the complaint
against Pups, turns up dead. Pups had loudly and publicly threatened Hennessey
after he filed his complaint, and Pups was also the one to find his body. All the
evidence seems to point to Pups as the killer, and suddenly Andy has a murder
case on his hands. He doesn’t believe Pups could be guilty, but as he starts digging
deeper into the truth behind Hennessey’s murder, Andy may find himself facing a
killer more dangerous than he ever imagined. With his trademark wit, larger-thanlife characters, and clever plotting, David Rosenfelt delivers another gripping
mystery.

Christmas Seduction: The Twelve Nights of Christmas / His
Christmas Acquisition / Caroselli's Christmas Baby
This Graphic Novel Series features classic tales retold with attractive color
illustrations. Educatiors using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted each title.
Each 70 page, softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original
classics. Introduce literature to reluctant readers and motivate struggling readers.
Students build confidence through reading practice. Motivation makes all the
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difference. What's more motivation then the expectation of success?

12 Dogs of Christmas
From the author of A Daily Catholic Moment and My Year with the Saints for Kids
comes a book about the most popular Christmas song in the world, the Nativity of
Jesus Christ, and how to carry the beauty and wonder of the Bethlehem stable into
our lives as a new year begins. Celano reflects on "Silent Night, Holy Night"--how it
came to be, its continued importance, and its message of contemplation, hope,
and love. The year 2019 marks the 200th anniversary of the first major
performances of the carol. Contents 1 Christmas Eve, 1818, north of Salzburg 2
"Silent Night" and the Nativity 3 Our silent nights, from Christmas Day to January 5
More Reading More Listening More Worshiping

The Twelve Holy Nights
A few days away from Christmas. Evie, evicted from her home, falls asleep in a
suite at the hotel she works at as a cleaner. Her boss told her she could use the
room as a special treat. At dawn, she awakes to the feeling of sweet lips, and sees
an extremely sexy man before her eyes. Just then, a camera flash goes off, and a
paparazzo runs away. What just happened? When she takes a good look at the stillPage 5/23
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upset man, he turns out to be the hotel's owner, Rio. He is worried about the trap,
and asks several things of Evie. Then he declares, “I will announce my engagement
to you.”

Twelve Slays of Christmas
Merry animals celebrate the twelve days of Christmas in this version of the
traditional folk song.

Twelve Days of Christmas
Jacob writes a letter home each of the twelve days he spends exploring Georgia at
Christmastime, as his cousin Ava shows him everything from a brown thrasher in a
live oak tree to twelve bouncing kangaroos. Includes facts about Georgia.

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Georgia
A 2016 Zoella Book Club Pick! New York Times bestselling authors Rachel Cohn and
David Levithan are back together with a life-affirming new holiday romance
starring Dash and Lily of Dash & Lily’s Book of Dares! Dash and Lily have had a
tough year since readers watched the couple fall in love in Dash & Lily’s Book of
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Dares. Lily’s beloved grandfather suffered a heart attack, and his difficult road to
recovery has taken a major toll on her typically sunny disposition. Lily’s spark has
dimmed so much that Langston, her brother, has put aside his grudge against
Dash to team up and remind Lily what there is to love about life. With only twelve
days left until Christmas—Lily’s favorite time of the year—Dash, Langston, and
their friends take Manhattan by storm to help Lily recapture the holiday spirit of
New York City in December, a time and place unlike anywhere else in the world.
Told in alternating chapters, The Twelve Days of Dash & Lily is bound to be a
Christmas favorite for seasons to come. “Cohn and Levithan write with verve and
plenty of wry comedy. . . . Intriguing characters and splendid writing.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Peppered with sharp banter and up-to-the-minute New York City
references. . . . A full-fledged rom-com.” —Publishers Weekly “Hilarious and
heartfelt . . . [captures] the emotions of teen love, along with the hilarity of young
adult life.” —School Library Journal

Christmas Days
On the first day of Christmas, my best mate gave to me A platypus up a gum tree.
Join an hilarious cast of Aussies as they count down to Christmas! Sing along to the
bonus CD while you search for surfing Santas, jolly jumbucks and lots more.
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The Twelve Days of Christmas in Louisiana
A nightly meditation to be used over the twelve nights of Christmas.

The Holy Nights
Delight your little one this Christmas with this beautifully illustrated version of the
holiday classic, 12 Days of Christmas. Open up the cover, and inside is one long,
concertina-style page which unfolds to reveal all of the 12 Days of Christmas gifts,
from the single partridge in a pear tree right through to the twelve drummers
drumming. Children will be captivated by the lyrics of this classic song, which are
reproduced in full, and will love looking at the bright images as more and more
gifts are added. A book for all the family to enjoy.

The 12 Days of Christmas
An meditation on the twelve sacred nights between Christmas and Epiphany.The
twelve holy nights between Christmas and Epiphany, the 6th of January, are a
wonderful time of year for spiritual meditation and deepening. In ancient
Norwegian folk legend, in the darkness of winter, Olaf Åsteson experienced an
initiation into the great secrets of existence. His experience helped him to shoulder
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responsibility for his task here on earth, and gave him renewed vision and
decisiveness.Frans Lutters has led many workshops on this theme, and his insights
are collected in the commentary and meditations in this book, alongside the text of
the Dream Song .Working with the sacred nights provides an inspiring opportunity
to start the new year with revitalised consciousness and enthusiasm.

12 Nights of Christmas
AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME!Stuck in an elevator, snowed in, on the side of the
road in the rain in a broke broken down car, on an all-night bus trip¿ with a magic
fruitcake?Twelve bestselling and award-winning authors bring you twelve sexy
nights of romance, fun and a little magic. Tis the season for falling for the right
guyCan a magical fruitcake be the special ingredient they're all looking for?

Jane and the Twelve Days of Christmas
A title based on the popular holiday song tells a lively tale in letters about two
cousins getting together over Christmas vacation and includes three pages at the
back that feature additional information about the Pelican State.

The Real 12 Days of Christmas
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No Peeking!

Secret Santas and the Twelve Days of Christmas Giving
THE TWELVE NIGHTS OF CHRISTMAS Exhausted from transforming the penthouse
of the hotel where she works into a dazzling winter wonderland, Evie Anderson
secretly sleeps over. Woken by an outrageous kiss, Evie feels her body come alive
and her seducer is Rio Zaccarelli, her dangerously

Elmo's 12 Days of Christmas (Sesame Street)
Stop Press: 'Death Becomes Her' was shortlisted for the Crime Writers Association
Short Story Daggers. Nothing says Christmas more than a good old fashioned
ghost story on a dark winter's night, so sit back and enjoy a little pinch of Yuletide
mayhem. These extraordinary tales, one for each day of Christmas, explore the
odd, the peculiar and the downright chilling, from a Strange encounter with an
Icelandic Shaman, to a psychic policewoman, lively winged beasts and warnings
from the recently departed. Some of these stories appeared in the ebook The
Strange Casebook, 2018.

Twelve Days of Aussie Christmas + CD
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Prokofieff draws on the whole extent of Rudolf Steiner s work and combines it with
his own original spiritual research to form an intricate picture of the cosmic forces
at play between Christmas and Epiphany. We are led on a tour through the circle of
the zodiac and spiritual hierarchies, and shown how they form a path from Jesus to
Christ. The author further explains that the Starry Script is a key to
anthroposophical Christology, and shows how it relates to the conception of the
First Goetheanum. Prokofieff guides us imaginatively through the interior of Steiner
s architectural masterpiece (destroyed by fire at the end of 1922), whose structure
and decorations are seen to constitute a coherent esoteric map. Our task now, he
suggests, is to rebuild the First Goetheanum within ourselves and, through a new
form of self-development, work toward a truly modern path of initiation.
Supplementary essays focus on the cosmic aspects of Sophia as well as the being
of Michael. Prokofieff s seminal study offers a rich source of inspiration for those
wishing to penetrate the mysteries of the Twelve Holy Nights and their relation to
spiritual beings."

The Twelve Nights Of Christmas (Mills & Boon Modern)
Friendly and bubbly, Julia Padden likes nearly everyone, but her standoffish
neighbor, Cain Maddox, presents a particular challenge. No matter how hard she's
tried to be nice, Cain rudely rebuffs her at every turn, preferring to keep to himself.
But when Julia catches Cain stealing her newspaper from the lobby of their
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apartment building, that's the last straw. She's going to break through Cain's
Scrooge-like exterior the only way she knows how : by killing him with kindness. To
track her progress, Julia starts a blog called The Twelve Days of Christmas. Her first
attempts to humanize Cain are far from successful. Julia brings him homemade
Christmas treats and the disagreeable grinch won't even accept them. Meanwhile,
Julie's blog becomes an online sensation, as an astonishing number of people start
following her adventures. Julia continues to find ways to express kindness and,
little by little, chips away at Cain's gruff facade to reveal the caring man
underneath. Unbelievably, Julia feels herself falling for Cain--and she suspects that
he may be falling for her as well. But as the popularity of her blog continues to
grow, Julia must decide if telling Cain the truth about having chronicled their
relationship to the rest of the world is worth risking their chance at love.

My Fold Out Books 12 Days of Christmas
The story of Secret Santas and the twelve days of Christmas giving is inspired by
the real life Christmas tradition in which anonymous giving, carried out over twelve
days in December, brings joy to someone deserving or in need. This simple act of
kindness offers up the hope, faith, and love that the Holiday Season is meant to
bring. This book now paves the way for families to introduce their little ones to the
joy that comes from giving to others, in a magical and exciting way! In the book,
Santa invites an elite group of boys and girls who have demonstrated compassion
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and kindness throughout the year to help him spread cheer by becoming a part of
his "Secret Santa Team." This book is sure to become a lifelong, magical tradition,
for families everywhere.

Twelve Days of Silent Nights
Twelve Nights is the perfect fantasy novel for fans of the magical worlds of Philip
Pullman and Terry Pratchett. ********** Kay felt everything change in the room
around her. Everything. Kay's father is working late- as usual. Fed up, her mother
bundles Kay and her sister into the car, and drives to his Cambridge college to
collect him. But, the staff say nobody by his name has ever worked there. When
they return home, Kay discovers a card left on her pillow: Will O. de Wisp, Gent.
F.H.S.P. and Phillip R. T. Gibbet, Gent. F.H.S.P. K.Bith. REMOVALS. That night, Kay is
woken by voices at her window: the voices of Will and Phillip, the Removers. But
they are not human. And Kay shouldn't be able to see them. Except she can
********** Andrew Zurcher has created a world as captivating as Lyra's Oxford and
Alice's Wonderland. Join Kay and the Removers on their incredible journey.

The Twelve Strange Days of Christmas
". . .a setting and plot that would make Agatha Christie herself sit up and take
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notice."—RT Book Reviews Christy Award Winner! A mysterious invitation to spend
Christmas at an English manor home may bring dangerand love? England, 1851:
When Clara Chapman receives an intriguing invitation to spend Christmas at an
English manor home, she is hesitant yet feels compelled to attend—for if she
remains the duration of the twelve-day celebration, she is promised a sum of five
hundred pounds. But is she walking into danger? It appears so, especially when
she comes face to face with one of the other guests—her former fiancé, Benjamin
Lane. Imprisoned unjustly, Ben wants revenge on whoever stole his honor. When
he’s given the chance to gain his freedom, he jumps at it—and is faced with the
anger of the woman he stood up at the altar. Brought together under mysterious
circumstances, Clara and Ben discover that what they’ve been striving for isn’t
what ultimately matters. What matters most is what Christmas is all about . . .
love. Pour a cup of tea and settle in for Book 1 of the Once Upon a Dickens
Christmas series--a page-turning Victorian-era holiday tale--by Michelle Griep, a
reader and critic favorite.

The Twelve Dogs of Christmas
While serving as an assistant to the hostess of a large Christmas house party in
Tiddleton-under-Lovey, Georgie gets the attention of her retired detective
grandfather after dead bodies begin showing up.
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A Christmas Carol
Ashley writes a letter home each of the twelve days she spends exploring the state
of Texas at Christmastime, as her cousin Josâe shows her everything from a
mockingbird in a nut tree to twelve bucking broncos. Includes facts about Texas.

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Minnesota
The Twelve Nights of Christmas - Sarah Morgan His housekeeper, or his Christmas
present? Unexpectedly homeless for the festive season and exhausted from
transforming the penthouse of the hotel where she works into a dazzling winter
wonderland, chambermaid Evie Anderson secretly sleeps over. Woken by an
outrageously sensual kiss, Evie feels her body come aliveuntil she realizes her
seducer is Rio Zaccarelli, her dangerously attractive new boss! This Christmas, it's
imperative that Rio's reputation appear spotless--but innocently enticing Evie is a
temptation he can't resist! Their scorching chemistry leads to twelve nights of
endless pleasure. But will it last once the decorations come down? His Christmas
Acquisition - Cathy Williams There's only one item left on entrepreneur Ryan
Sheppard's Christmas list--something scandalous for his buttoned-up secretary It
seems that disapproving Jamie Powell is the only woman that doesn't fall at Ryan's
feet. Jamie is well aware of her boss's heartbreaker reputationfending off his
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discarded women is virtually part of her job description! Ryan's hoping a Christmas
trip to the Caribbean will entice Jamie out of her pencil skirt and into the skimpiest
of bikinis! And, with the boardroom transferred to the beach, surely there's little
harm in indulging in a little festive pleasure on the side? Caroselli's Christmas Baby
- Michelle Celmer What are friends for? She wants a baby. He needs an heir. It
seems like the perfect arrangementuntil they decide to conceive the old-fashioned
way. Having a baby with his best friend is the means to an end for Nick Caroselli. In
his quest to receive a ten-million-dollar inheritance, he'll also be giving Theresa
Phillips the one thing she really wantsa child. Once the baby's born and the
money's in the bank, they can divorce, share custody and go back to being
buddies. But their best-laid plans are about to take a sharp turn under the
mistletoe, as things really heat up this Christmas.

The Real Reason for Christmas
Welcome to the 12 days of Christmas in Minnesota, where you ll be greeted by
some of the Gopher State s finest, most fun features from 5 golden hotdishes and
4 lumberjacks to 3 red stones and 2 hockey sticks."

The Twelve Nights of Christmas
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Noelle and the Twelve Nights of Christmas
Grace writes a letter home each of the twelve days she spends exploring all six
states in New England at Christmastime, as her cousin Camden shows her
everything from lighthouses to dog sledding. Includes facts about New England.

Pete the Cat's 12 Groovy Days of Christmas
Unexpectedly homeless for the festive season and exhausted from transforming
the penthouse of the hotel where she works into a dazzling winter wonderland,
chambermaid Evie Anderson secretly sleeps over. Woken by an outrageously
sensual kiss, Evie feels her body come alive…until she realizes her seducer is Rio
Zacarelli, her dangerously attractive new boss! This Christmas, it's imperative that
Rio's reputation appear spotless—but innocently enticing Evie is a temptation he
can't resist! Their scorching chemistry leads to twelve nights of endless pleasure.
But will it last once the decorations come down?

Christmas Seduction
An adaptation of the traditional English folk song, "The Twelve Days of Christmas,"
features an increasing number of different kinds of dogs instead of the usual gifts.
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On board pages.

Twelve Nights
What do eleven lords a-leaping have to do with Jesus' disciples? In the well-known
carol, 'The Twelve Days of Christmas,' the lyrics were used to teach children
Christian doctrine during a time of persecution in sixteenth-century England. The
partridge, turtledoves, French hens, calling birds, and other images all symbolized
elements of the Christian faith. In The Real Twelve Days of Christmas, you'll learn
the history of the lyrics and gain a new appreciation for this familiar carol.

12 Days at Bleakly Manor
Jane Austen turns sleuth in this delightful murder mystery set over the twelve days
of a Regency-Era Christmas party. Christmas Eve, 1814: Jane Austen has been
invited to spend the holiday with family and friends at The Vyne, the gorgeous
ancestral home of the wealthy and politically prominent Chute family. As the year
fades and friends begin to gather beneath the mistletoe for the twelve days of
Christmas festivities, Jane and her circle are in a celebratory mood: Mansfield Park
is selling nicely; Napoleon has been banished to Elba; British forces have seized
Washington, DC; and on Christmas Eve, John Quincy Adams signs the Treaty of
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Ghent, which will end a war nobody in England really wanted. Jane, however,
discovers holiday cheer is fleeting. One of the Yuletide revelers dies in a tragic
accident, which Jane immediately views with suspicion. If the accident was in fact
murder, the killer is one of Jane’s fellow snow-bound guests. With clues scattered
amidst cleverly crafted charades, dark secrets coming to light during parlor games,
and old friendships returning to haunt the Christmas parties, whom can Jane trust
to help her discover the truth and stop the killer from striking again?

The Twelve Days of Christmas
Twelve illustrated letters explain in simple terms the true reasons for celebrating
Christmas.

The Twelve Nights of Christmas
Holiday stories and recipes by the New York Times bestselling author of Why Be
Happy When You Could Be Normal?—“otherworldly and wickedly funny” (New York
Times Book Review). For years Jeanette Winterson has loved writing a new story at
Christmas time, inspired by the mysteries and traditions of the season. Here she
brings together twelve of her funny and bold tales, along with twelve delicious
recipes for the Twelve Days of Christmas. From jovial spirits to a donkey with a
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golden nose, a haunted house to a SnowMama, Winterson’s original and
imaginative stories encompass the childlike and spooky wonder of Christmas.
These tales pair perfectly with Winterson’s original recipes, or ones contributed by
literary friends including Ruth Rendell, Kathy Acker, and others. Enjoy the season
of peace and goodwill, mystery, and a little bit of magic with this “holiday
treasureto be pulled out on a December night, fireside, and read aloud” (New York
Times Book Review). “If you crave the mystery, the family rituals, and the special
victuals of Christmastime, you’ll savor . . . bold, revelatory feminist writer Jeanette
Winterson’s Christmas Days.” —Elle

The Twelve Holy Nights and the Spiritual Hierarchies
There’s nothing like Christmas in New York. "On the first day of Christmas, my true
love gave to me—the Statue of Liberty!" So begins this clever adaptation of the
beloved Christmas carol, in which author and illustrator Michael Storrings
celebrates the things that we all love about New York City during the holidays.
Filled with beautifully detailed illustrations of the most iconic symbols of New York,
including five subway cars, four chestnut vendors, three cups of coffee, and two
taxicabs, The 12 Days of Christmas in New York evokes all of the joy and
wonderment that is skating in Central Park or shopping along Fifth Avenue.
Elegant, fun, and able to fit into any stocking, this is the perfect gift for anyone
who loves the magical way the greatest city in the world celebrates the most
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wonderful time of the year.

Twelve Days of Christmas: A bestselling Christmas read to
devour in one sitting!
When Holly White’s fiancé cancels their Christmas Eve wedding with less than two
weeks to go, Holly heads home with a broken heart. Lucky for her, home in historic
Mistletoe, Maine is magical during Christmastime—exactly what the doctor
prescribed. Except her plan to drown her troubles in peppermints and
snickerdoodles is upended when local grouch and president of the Mistletoe
Historical Society Margaret Fenwick is bludgeoned and left in the sleigh display at
Reindeer Games, Holly’s family tree farm. When the murder weapon is revealed as
one of the wooden stakes used to identify trees on the farm, Sheriff Evan Grey
turns to Holly’s father, Bud, and the Reindeer Games staff. And it doesn’t help that
Bud and the reindeer keeper were each seen arguing with Margaret just before her
death. But Holly knows her father, and is determined to exonerate him.The jingle
bells are ringing, the clock is ticking, and if Holly doesn't watch out, she'll end up
on Santa's naughty list in Twelve Slays of Christmas, Jacqueline Frost’s jolly series
debut.

The Twelve Days of Dash & Lily
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“One of the best writers around!” Katie Fforde “Full of down-to-earth humour.”
Sophie Kinsella Trisha’s bestselling Christmas book will have you hooked from start
to finish - the perfect read as those cold winter nights draw in.

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Texas
Few Christmas songs are as well known, well loved, or more often sung than The
12 Days of Christmas. We know all the verses, but we don't know the origins of
meanings of these 12 seemingly simple rhymes. Grant has traced the history of
the Christmas celebrations evoked in the song all the way back to their ancient and
medieval roots. Accompanying her charming full-color paintings are brief riddlerhymes that hint at the other meanings of the verses and the scenes depicted.
Following are delightful texts that explain the old traditions of year-end
celebrations, some of them dating back to Greek and Roman times.
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